increase profit margins &
customer base
Moving Partner Benefits
Fumigation increases your service offering and overall
revenue to your bottom line. It’s another tool in your
toolbox.
You no longer have to turn away business or be
concerned if someone is moving because they are
suffering with bed bugs.
Bed bugs hide in furniture, mattresses, books,
electronics, etc. and can be spread from one location to
another during a move .
Our treatment saves customers money by guaranteeing
to eliminate any pest infestation.
It ensures customer satisfaction while offering peace of
mind.
Fumigation limits your liability in regards to your trucks
getting cross-infestation from customer to customer.
We fumigate the moving vehicle to ensure that crossinfestation will not occur and it doesn’t cost you a thing.
Unlike most topical chemicals, it is safe because it
doesn’t adhere to anything, it completely dissipates
therefore leaving no residue.
Our network fumigators have performed thousands of
100% successful Vikane® treatments for clients moving
to prevent re-infestation of their new dwelling.
We have referred over a thousand new clients to
moving partners which has resulted in substantial
increases in revenue for them.

Vikane Facts
®

888-410-1333

Who is Bed Bugs and
Beyond?
Bed Bugs and Beyond Consultants is a nationally
recognized and trusted, non biased full service
brokerage provider. Its only focus is to ensure clients
achieve 100% bed bug elimination in a single treatment
guaranteed!
Bed Bugs and Beyond exclusively provides fumigation
service by leveraging only the most experienced Vikane®
fumigation operators to be part of our select network of
providers.
Our network fumigators have performed tens of thousands
of fumigation treatments to include homes and building
structures, containerized vaults, cargo trucks, vehicles,
watercraft etc.
To find out how you can benefit from our services, contact
Bed Bugs and Beyond at info@ bedbugsandbeyond.com or
888-410-1333.

Professional pest control firms and their customers have
relied on Vikane® gas fumigant for 50 years to solve
the toughest pest problems— drywood termites, wooddestroying beetles, bed bugs and more.
A single treatment of Vikane, when used according to
label directions, can eliminate all of the pests. Vikane
completely dissipates to leave no surface residue, odor
or film behind.
Three facts about Vikane explain its special ability to
get rid of bed bugs.
1.
2.
3.

Vikane is effective against all life stages of
bed bugs, including the eggs.
There is no resistance of bed bugs to Vikane.
Vikane® gas fumigant penetrates into cracks and
crevices, into furniture and any other hiding places,
to eliminate the pests.

Fumigation with Vikane® is scientifically documented
and proven to be 100% successful in killing all bed bugs
and their eggs by circulating throughout an entire
contained area; producing an effect that interferes with
the ability for the bugs and eggs to absorb required
oxygen to sustain life, completely killing all bed bugs
and their eggs in a single treatment.

